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Stress, the Brain and Behavior

In a society run by deadlines, the clock, modern technology and numerous other demands and pressures, stress is an unavoidable part of everyday life. When an individual encounters an event that is mentally evaluated or ‘appraised’ as a difficult to cope with threat to well-being (e.g. (Folkman and Folkman, 1984)), the body initiates a stress response (e.g.(McEwen, 2007)). A stress response will express itself in a physiological as well as cognitive-affective reaction (e.g.(Steptoe et al., 2007)). In the brain, there is a stress-system (hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis or HPA) that transfers the perceived stressful event into autonomic and neuroendocrine changes throughout the body that are needed for stress adaptation (see (Ursin and Olff, 1993, Akil and Morano, 1995) for a review). Briefly, the perception of stress first quickly initiates a sympathetic release of stress hormones (norepinephrine from nerve terminals and plasma epinephrine from the adrenal glands) into the blood stream. This increase in stress hormones will then leads to increases in heart rate, blood pressure and blood glucose levels that are all needed for immediate defense or stress adaptation (coping). Upon receiving such fast limbic and hormonal stress inputs, additional cell bodies in the brain and periphery glands are then stimulated to release cortisol (from the cortex of the adrenal glands) that, in turn, is needed to restore the internal balance of the highly activated nervous system via a variety of complex feedback actions in the brain (see for a full review (Markus, 2008).
If a stress response is caused by a brief exposure to danger, then this response is well designed to support us with the necessary energy to cope with the dangerous situation. For instance, if your blood pressure becomes 190/120 because you noticed a predator coming after you during your stay in Africa, then you are not suffering from a disease but you are just showing a normal response meant to save your life. The trouble begins when the body is exposed to stress responses for longer periods of time due to cognitive-emotional worrying (e.g. always trying to be someone else, thinking frustrating things or working under mental load, continuing bad relationships, committing yourself to things you’re not up to, and more) - which is not uncommon in humans. Such a prolonged exposure to stress and its associated bodily responses will have long-lasting detrimental effects on brain structures and functions that may ultimately lead to a wide-range of different physiological, behavioral and/or psychiatric disorders (e.g. (McEwen and Wingfield, 2003, van Praag, 2004, Steckler et al., 2005)). In this respect, stress is one of the most important leading causes of current psychopathological diseases burden throughout the world and is often associated with severe medical consequences and mortality. The most typical stress-related ‘diseases’ are mood-related disorders such as depression and often related eating-, sleep-, and cognitive-attentional disorders.

Stress-proneness; individual differences

An important feature of both the physiological as well as the affective stress response is that it differs greatly in strength among different individuals as well as across different situations or tasks (e.g. (Boyce and Ellis, 2005, Kudielka et al., 2009)). Two individuals exposed to the same situation may differ substantially in the strength and duration of their stress responses. These inter-individual differences in stress reactivity are assumed to underlie the current existence of a broad variability in stress-illness and/or stress-psychopathology associations.
As illustrated in Figure 1, maladaptive physiological and affective stress reactivity places individuals at a heightened risk for the development of a variety of stress-related disorders, whereas appropriate stress reactivity may act as a resilience factor preventing the development of stress-related psychopathology (e.g. (Feder et al., 2009)).

Since maladaptive physiological and affective stress responses are involved in a wide range of physiological and psychopathological processes, it is highly important to identify vulnerability factors that contribute to inter-individual differences in stress reactivity and consequent susceptibilities for the development of stress-related disorders (Bartolomucci, 2005). Although there is as yet no complete understanding of the origins of inter-individual differences in physiological and affective stress reactivity, there is now wide acknowledgement that both genetic and cognitive-mental variables are involved (e.g.(Boyce and Ellis, 2005, Markus, 2008, Markus, 2013)). It is therefore my strong conviction that both biological and psychological factors and, in particular, their mutual interactions should be explored in order to reach a complete explanatory model for human (stress-related) diseases.
Bio-involvement: how genes influence brain resilience

Genetic factors play an important role in shaping inter-individual differences in stress reactivity (e.g. (Mormede et al., 2002)). Genes are hypothesized to either protect against or increase the likelihood of inadequate physiological and affective stress responsiveness; causing stress resilience in some individuals and leading to psychopathology in others (e.g. (Feder et al., 2009, Belsky and Pluess, 2009, Leigh, 2009)). Genes are able to do this by producing (and controlling) the basic chemical signal-substances in the brain. These so called ‘communication substances’ or neurotransmitters are the main electro-chemical signals by which the brain’s nerve cells communicate; by transferring signals from the one cell to the other cell and selectively altering (enhancing or inhibiting) neural activation. Given that stress reactivity is partly heritable (e.g. (Bartels et al., 2003)) and that the brain neurotransmitter serotonin (5-Hydroxytryptamine or 5-HT) has been most clearly and systematically demonstrated to be involved in stress and a range of stress-related behavioral-affective disorders (e.g. (Graeff et al., 1996, Linthorst, 2005, van Praag, 2004, Markus et al., 2008)); particular attention has been given to the role of genes that may make the brain’s serotonergic system vulnerable for stress reactivity and, hence, stress-illness.

Briefly, functionality of the brain serotonin (5-HT) system partly depends on a gene that controls the serotonin transporter (5-HTT) (e.g.(Hariri and Holmes, 2006); which is a monoamine carrier protein that transfers serotonin back into the presynaptic neuron (and, thus, the base for 5-HT neural communication). In the ‘promoter’ region of this gene, there is a functional differentiation (or a ‘variable repeat sequence polymorphism’; abbreviated by 5-HTTLPR) that results in a short (S) and a long (L) promotor sequence variant. The S-variant of this 5-HTTLPR genotype is less active than the L-variant, causing lower 5-HT transporter binding and mRNA expression (Heils et al., 1996, Lesch et al., 1996). Consequently; the S-
allele 5-HTTLPR variant, that is present in >60% of the population, is commonly found to promote brain serotonin dysfunction/disruptions and, hence, to increase stress proneness and the risk of developing stress-related affective disorders like depression (e.g. (van Praag, 2004, Hariri and Holmes, 2006, Firk and Markus, 2009, Markus et al., 2008, Markus, 2008, Caspi et al., 2010, Karg et al., 2011, Markus and Capello, 2012, Roy et al., 2014)).

People who carry one or two copies of the S-allele 5HTTLPR gene show stronger activation of the emotional-stress brain network when confronted with fearful and/or other emotionally negative events (e.g.(Munafo et al., 2008, Alexander et al., 2012, Firk et al., 2013, Thomason et al., 2010, Madsen et al., 2016, Fisher et al., 2015, Hariri and Holmes, 2006, Hariri et al., 2005)) as well as increased behavioral, emotional and/or neuroendocrine stress responses (e.g.(Gotlib et al., 2008, Markus and Firk, 2009, Markus and De Raedt, 2011, Verschoor and Markus, 2011, Markus, 2013, Capello and Markus, 2014, Cerit et al., 2013, Way and Taylor, 2010, Dougherty et al., 2010, Firk and Markus, 2009).

Most interesting, and in line with the classic diathesis-stress model, ample recent studies and meta-analyses reveal that the s-allele 5-HTTLPR genotype particularly increases the risk for stress-related affective disorders and other related illnesses in the presence of stressful events (e.g.(Caspi et al., 2010, Caspi et al., 2003, Wankerl et al., 2010, Karg et al., 2011, Miller et
A first source of compelling evidence for this apparent *Gene x Environment* (stress exposure) interaction on stress-related disorders came from a seminal study by Caspi and colleagues (Caspi et al., 2003). Specifically, in this prospective longitudinal study it was reported that individuals carrying the S-allele of the 5-HTTLPR gene responded more readily to stressful life events with depression (and suicide) symptoms than individuals with the L-genotype. Since then a series of other epidemiological studies was performed of which most were able to replicate Caspi’s initial findings (see for reviews; (Uher and McGuffin, 2008, Karg et al., 2011)). In addition, many experimental imaging as well as acute stress exposure studies confirmed the involvement of the S-allele 5-HTTLPR genotype in heightened stress responsiveness (e.g.(Alexander et al., 2012, Munafo et al., 2008, Gotlib et al., 2008, Mueller et al., 2010, Markus and De Raedt, 2011, Way and Taylor, 2010, Firk et al., 2013).

**In need for additional research**

Although a broad range of epidemiological and acute stress exposure studies have thus supported the notion that a gene (the S-allele 5-HTTLPR genotype) meaningfully promotes stress responsiveness and, hence, contributes to the risk of developing stress-related affective disorders; there still are studies that could only partly or not at all replicate this gene (5-HTTLPR) x Stress exposure interactive effects on the development of affective disorders (Uher and McGuffin, 2008, Karg et al., 2011, Sharpley et al., 2014). Such inconsistencies in findings make it more likely that genes are (just) contributing instead of determining factors in the emergence of stress-related complaints or diseases (Markus, 2013). Consequently besides genes, there must be additional factors causing the large inter-individual differences in stress reactivity and disease susceptibility. After all, not all carriers of the S-allele 5-HTTLPR suffer from affective and/or stress-related disorders. Obviously, as befits a true psychologist,
we cannot blame our genes only for becoming affected under stress; there should be a crucial role for the way we perceive and process stressful experiences and its emotional impact.

Reaching a workable biopsychological model for the development of stress-related psychopathological illness is one of the most desirable goals of today’s biopsychological research. The current chair aims to further fulfill this need by focusing on two major research topics: 1) how genetic and cognitive stress-vulnerability may mutually promote stress-related psychopathology and 2) to discover how food may intervene in such genetic and stress-vulnerability interactions. In addition, particularly relating to the latter topic, a third (sub) aim is to find ways of better informing the broader public about the facts and especially myths that exist about the influence of food on brain and behavior.

**Aim 1: Genes, stress and psychopathology: where does cognition come into play?**

As mentioned earlier, the inconsistencies in findings regarding gene, brain and stress interactions in the development of stress-related illnesses might well be explained by the relative lack of consideration for moderating cognitive-psychological factors. According to the generally accepted *cognitive vulnerability-transactional stress model* of negative affectivity and/or depression (Folkman and Folkman, 1984), the harmfulness of a stressor is primarily determined by the meaning and importance that we assign to it. In fact, an event becomes especially stressful when 1) it is experienced as personally relevant and highly (emotionally) threatening (‘primary appraisal’) and 2) when we do not have (belief in) adequate abilities/resources to cope with the stressor (‘secondary appraisal’) (Roberts et al., 1987, Folkman and Folkman, 1984, Gunthert et al., 1999).
One’s evaluation of how stressful a threatening event might become, depends largely on the possession of, and belief in, adequate coping strategies (self-efficacy). This ‘belief in self-efficacy’ is rather strongly influenced by personality (trait) characteristics that already emerge early in life and are continuously changing during meaningful person-environmental interactions across the lifespan. In particular personality characteristics that expresses high emotional vulnerability traits (e.g. neuroticism, trait anxiety) are thought to be most strongly related to stress proneness (e.g. (van Praag, 2004, Markus et al., 1998, Watson and Clark, 1984)). For instance, individuals with high trait neuroticism are more vulnerable to experience stress (Watson and Clark, 1984, van Praag, 2004, Markus, 2013), have low expectations for self-efficacy and/or possess less-adaptive coping strategies (Gunthert et al., 1999, Penley et al., 2002) and are most vulnerable to develop stress-related emotional-behavioral disorders (Roberts and Kendler, 1999, van Praag, 2004). So whether or not an event might become highly stressful and/or will promote the development of stress-related diseases depends on biological (e.g. s-allele gene) as well as cognitive-emotional (personality factors such as neuroticism) vulnerability factors.
Whereas both genetic and cognitive vulnerability factors could in isolation promote stress-related disorders, it is my strong conviction that this risk becomes especially profound when carrying both vulnerability factors in combination. For instance, perceiving an event as threatening (by cognitive appraisal) will lead to an enhanced brain serotonin (5-HT) and stress-arousal (HPA) response to provide psycho-physiological stress adaptation (e.g. fight and flight behavior) (e.g. (Dickerson and Kemeny, 2004, van Praag, 2004, Markus, 2008)). However, when experiencing continuous stress (e.g. as a function of trait neuroticism or negative-ruminative thinking patterns) this causes long-lasting increases in stress activation (and stress hormones) that will ultimately change or ‘imbalance’ the biological system by reducing 5-HT sensitivity and HPA function; thereby further increasing the risk for developing stress-related psychopathology (van Praag, 2004, Maes et al., 1995, Markus et al., 2000, Jans et al., 2007, Zoccola and Dickerson, 2012, Markus et al., 1999, Markus et al., 1998). Especially in combination with a genetic (s-allele 5-HTTLPR) vulnerability factor, this type of process is expected to further exacerbate the negative effects of long-lasting stress experiences; because
this genotype already promotes maladaptive brain 5-HT sensitization (to compensate for the lower 5-HTT expression; (David et al., 2005, Markus and De Raedt, 2011, Jans et al., 2007) and HPA stress responsiveness (Karg et al., 2011, Miller et al., 2012). Based on these findings and suggestions, it is most likely that not genes or psychological factors alone, but especially the combined presence of cognitive as well as genetic vulnerability factors will most profoundly increase the risk for developing stress-related psychopathology.

Surprisingly, most studies focusing on such gene–stress-affective disorder relationships have thus far measured stress by just counting the number of self-reported stressful life events without meaningful consideration of possible cognitive moderators that determine the emotional impact of such events. Only a few recent studies, including our own work, provide first indirect support for such cognitive vulnerabilities mediating the 5-HTTLPR genotype by life event effects on depression symptomatology. For example, in a recent study conducted in our lab S-allele 5-HTTLPR carriers exhibited vulnerability to depression exclusively when they also reported exposure to high impact events and had high neuroticism scores (Markus, 2013).

Until now I have mainly focused on the importance of the combined presence of genetic, personal and environmental vulnerability factors for the development of affective disorders like depression. But as we know, there are many more behaviors known to be affected by stress, such as, for example, our eating- or sleep behavior but also our levels of attention/cognitive performance. For instance, as concerns eating, people often crave high-calorie foods when feeling stressed or facing difficult emotional problems in daily life, and this ‘emotional eating’ is thought to be one of the most important causes for weight gain and obesity (e.g.(Markus and Capello, 2012, Schepers and Markus, 2015, Mellbin and Vuille, 1989a, Mellbin and Vuille, 1989b, Kivimaki et al., 2006). In spite of intensive research from
both neurobiological and cognitive disciplines, the cause of emotional (over-)eating has not yet been elucidated while overweight and obesity still form a major problem for society as their incidence is still growing. Some of our own first studies in this direction indeed suggest that especially the combination of genetic (5-HTTLPR) and cognitive stress-vulnerabilities might promote emotional eating patterns under stress (Markus and Capello, 2012, Markus et al., 2015, Schepers and Markus, 2015). Comparable interactive effects of genetic and cognitive vulnerabilities and stress have been proposed for stress-related sleep-complaints (Brummett et al., 2007, van Dalfsen and Markus, 2015) or for the severity of ADHD symptoms under stress (van der Meer et al., 2015, Morgan et al., 2016).

To summarize; a first aim of the current chair is to further explore the singular and interactive effects of bio-genetic (5HTTLPR), cognitive (neuroticism/rumination) and environmental factors (frequency of harmful life events) vulnerability factors on the onset and course of stress-related illnesses.

**Aim 2: can food influence stress vulnerability?**

Another interest that I have since I did my first PhD work in this area is the potential role of food on the brain and stress-related dysfunction. As previously described; dysfunctional brain serotonin (5-HT) neurotransmitter synthesis and release is one of the important biological vulnerability factors for high stress-sensitivity and the likelihood of developing stress-related psychopathology. Thus, if we could manipulate/restore 5-HT functioning in the brain this would have great impact on brain function/dysfunction and related behaviors. Interestingly, the synthesis/production of 5-HT in the brain is solely dependent on the availability of its dietary amino acid precursor *tryptophan* (TRP) in the blood. Tryptophan is a so called ‘essential amino acid’; meaning that the body cannot produce it by itself and it thus needs to be obtained from
food (from dietary proteins). In other words; if we do not obtain TRP from food, brain 5-HT will rapidly fall below functional need and will ultimately lead to serious brain and behavioral dysfunction. Since brain 5-HT synthesis is solely controlled by the dietary supply of its precursor TRP, 5-HT function can be changed by manipulating the diet in such a way that there is more (or less) available TRP in the blood for uptake into the brain. A rise in plasma (and brain) TRP can be accomplished by increasing dietary intake of TRP and/or by increasing the amount of sugar/carbohydrates in food. Both factors are shown to lead to a rise in plasma TRP relative to the sum of other large neutral amino acids (LNAA’s) that compete with TRP for transport into the brain (Fernstrom, 1990, Wurtman et al., 2003, Markus, 2008). Sugar and carbohydrates do not contain TRP, but cause an increase in brain TRP (and thus 5-HT) by evoking an insulin response that sends the LNAA’s (except for TRP) into peripheral tissue (via this route increasing the plasma TRP/LNAA ratio).

1) Brain tryptophan uptake depends on the ratio plasma tryptophan (TRP) versus LNAA’s (plasma TRP/LNAA ratio)
2) Protein decline TRP/LNAA (they contribute more LNAA than TRP).
3) Carbohydrates increase TRP/LNAA (insulin-induced reduction of LNAA’s and increased availability of plasma TRP)
4) Tryptophan increases TRP/LNAA

Contrary, although containing low percentages of TRP, proteins are usually found to decline plasma TRP/LNAA ratio’s because they contribute proportionately more LNAA’s. Appealing exceptions were reported for milk-derived (alpha-lactalbumin) proteins that caused large increases in plasma TRP/LNAA and brain 5-HT due to their higher TRP concentrations (Markus et al., 2002, Markus et al., 2005, Markus et al., 2008, Markus et al., 2000, Orosco et al., 2004).

This ‘plasma amino acid to brain dependence’ is the same route as by which the 5-HT system signals brain (hypothalamic) areas to promote sugar and/or carbohydrate intake when 5-HT levels are too low (Simansky, 1996, Leibowitz and Alexander, 1998). In fact, there is a reciprocal relationship between the intake of proteins and carbohydrates and brain 5-HT; the intake of carbohydrates may inhibit further carbohydrate consumption by increases in plasma TRP/LNAA and brain 5-HT function, whereas protein consumption normally has the opposite effect by lowering the plasma TRP/LNAA ratio (Wurtman, 1984, Wurtman and Wurtman, 1984). All such dietary effects on plasma and brain TRP and 5-HT synthesis are well documented in animal and human studies (Wurtman et al., 2003, Fernstrom, 1990, Markus et al., 1998, Markus, 2008).

Interest in the relationship between food, plasma TRP/LNAA and brain 5-HT synthesis on the one hand, and between 5-HT, stress and its effects on mood/affectivity on the other hand has led to the completion of a variety of dietary studies carried out during the last decades. Many of these studies from our own, but also studies from other labs, have reported positive effects of carbohydrate-rich and/or TRP containing/enhancing diets on mood and/or stress sensitivity (Spring et al., 1987, Rogers, 1995, Christensen, 1997, Bellisle et al., 1998, Markus, 2008, Markus et al., 2008, Wurtman, 2011, Markus et al., 2010, Markus et al., 2000, Markus et al., 2002), and recent studies reveal that this is more frequently reported in persons possessing the
earlier discussed cognitive and/or genetic (s-allele 5-HTTLPR) stress-vulnerability factors (Markus et al., 1998, Markus et al., 1999, Markus, 2008, Markus and Firk, 2009, Markus and De Raedt, 2011, Cerit et al., 2013, Capello and Markus, 2014). The other way around, TRP depletion is found to have the opposite effect in these vulnerable subjects (Neumeister et al., 2002, Neumeister et al., 2006, Firk and Markus, 2009).

Based on these findings, it is an intriguing possibility that 5-HT enhancing dietary manipulations may particularly interfere with the likelihood of developing stress-related disorders in those that possess both genetic (5-HTTLPR) and cognitive stress vulnerability factors in combination. Such research has only been recently started and already reveal some support for beneficial effects of 5-HT enhancing foods on stress related behavior; including effects on emotional-eating (Markus et al., 2015, Schepers and Markus, 2015), stress-responsiveness (Markus et al., 2012, Cerit et al., 2013, Capello and Markus, 2014) and sleep quality (van Dalfsen and Markus, 2015). The current chair aims to continue and intensify further research on this topic.

**Sub-Aim: Informing the community about food-brain-behavior relations**

Since food and/or changes in diet-constitution are, under particular circumstances, capable of influencing brain function and related behavior, there has been a growing scientific and societal interest in the way nutrients may impact performance and social-emotional well-being. Besides the previous described effects of tryptophan-enhancing foods (carbs, TRP or certain TRP-rich milk-derived proteins), other examples can be given ranging from, for example; 1) the beneficial effects of polyunsaturated fatty acids (e.g. oils from fish, nuts like omega-3)
on mood, depression symptomatology and/or cognitive-attentional-processing, 2) the effects of anti-oxidative foods like fruit, vegetables and/or vitamins on cognitive performance, intellectual ability and intelligence, 3) influence of multivitamins and/or minerals (zinc, copper, magnesium) on aggressive behavior, to 4) the mental boosting effects of certain herbs and/or botanicals like Ginkgo biloba or St John’s–wort (Hypericum perforatum) on memory, intellectual capacity or depression.

In particular the suggested positive effects of foods or nutritional supplements on brain and behaviour have been picked up by the food industry, and has led to the launching of a wide range of often expensive natural (extracted) products on the nutraceutical market, with the promise that they will boost healthy mental processes and/or will reduce psychopathological disorders or symptoms involving depression, ADHD and/or memory loss.

Although some of these food-behaviour assumptions or claims may reflect sound (biochemical) theoretical mechanisms of actions that are described and/or supported by the scientific literature (e.g., involving anti-oxidation, brain energy, cell-structures and/or neuro-communication), most are based on just one or few (often methodologically-limited) studies and are seldom supported by meta-analyses of findings from studies with randomized-controlled-designs (RCT). For the broader public, it is however often hard to distinguish between good and bad scientific research and practice, making it even harder to discern facts from myths. Moreover, media and press (and even biased scientists) may sometimes falsely interpret, or even misuse, scientific findings of which the general public/consumers are not aware. I will restrict myself by giving just two most illustrative examples to show how scientific data can easily be misinterpreted and cause strong, but scientifically unsupported, beliefs about the effects of food in the broader public. The first example will be about food (sugar) addiction and obesity, and the second about food and ADHD symptoms.
**Myth example-1: Sugar is an addictive drug that causes a worldwide increase in obesity.**

With the worldwide increasing prevalence of overweight and its severe health consequences, the concept of ‘food addiction’ has gained popularity; not only in the lay public but also among food researchers, and in nutrition practices. In most recent discussions about health-threatening snacks or foods, particularly the sugary foods get a lot of attention because of their (by some) assumed addictive potential. This assumption is however not based on scientific evidence from studies with humans but on results from a few animal studies showing that sucrose intake in mice or rats can cause short moments of sugar bingeing (even without affecting weight) and can stimulate brain dopaminergic pathways. Since dopamine is also increased by addictive drugs, like for instance cocaine, this led to the false conclusion by some researchers that sugar is addictive; a message that was copied and presented to the broader public by the media and press. This all led to the a situation in which now many people believe that obesity is more strongly caused by sugar than by other palatable energy-dense foods due to its addictive properties.

The fact that sugar intake enhances dopaminergic activity in rats does however not justify the conclusion that it is thereby addictive since the dopaminergic reward system is not only activated in response to addictive stimuli or substances. Instead, the brain’s dopaminergic reward circuit is stimulated in lots of pleasurable situations that are not addictive, like when we watch nice events, when we win a price, when we listen to nice music or are in love (Benton, 2010, Benton and Young, 2016). Furthermore, food-initiated changes in the brain have been shown to strongly differ from the drug-related changes (Benton, 2010, Choo and Sievenpiper, 2015, Benton and Young, 2016, Ziauddeen and Fletcher, 2013b).
Finally, there is a wealth of evidence from reviews and meta-analyses (only evaluating well-controlled dietary human studies) clearly showing that sugar does not contribute to weight-gain more so than other sources of energy in the diet (e.g. (Hebebrand et al., 2014, Ziauddeen et al., 2013, Ziauddeen and Fletcher, 2013a, Markus et al., Submitted, Wittekind and Walton, 2014). Instead, there is clear scientific consensus that “food addiction” (and its role in weight gain) might be better explained by “eating dependence”; emphasizing that problematic eating behavior and related weight gain is not caused by a specific food, but rather is the result of unique individual experiences with food and eating. Despite all this evidence, such messages or contra-evidence are however barely picked up by the press/media making it hard for the broader public to correctly inform themselves.

Myth example 2: Food colorants, artificial sweeteners and sugar cause ADHD

There is a strong societal belief that artificial sweeteners, sugar and/or food colorants might cause hyperactivity and/or attentional problems as seen in children with ADHD. Some scientists have investigated this by either removing artificial elements from the food (elimination diets) or by increasing the intake of certain nutrients (challenge tests). Actually, many of these studies refer to a very old (methodologically weak) study in which a diet without artificial sweet-flavors and colorants (the Feingold diet) was claimed to reduce ADHD symptoms in children (Feingold, 1975b, Feingold, 1975a). However, support for this was only found in a minority of studies that were all methodologically weak (few participants, not blinded and/or randomized, uncontrolled dietary manipulations, bad diagnostic classifications and psychometric qualities of outcome measures, etc), whereas meta-analyses or reviews including well-controlled RCT experiments could not find any significant effect of such dietary manipulations or show rather mixed results (Wolraich et al., 1995, Bateman et
al., 2004, Cruz and Bahna, 2006). Nevertheless, parents even today are misled by information in the media, press that their children get “hyperactive” after eating a lot of sugar, artificial sweeteners and/or food colorants; even though high quality studies clearly reveal that such increases in hyperactivity are more likely caused by the circumstances associated with candy intake (birthday parties, holidays) instead of the food constituent itself.

A rather illustrative RCT study (just to pick one...) is the one in which a sufficient number of ‘believing’-parents (believing that sugar might increase ADHD-related behavior) were invited with their sons to participate in a controlled laboratory experiment. They were told that the aim of the study was to observe the level of hyperactive behavior of their children after consumption of ‘sugar’ compared to a placebo beverage (PLC). In fact, what the parents did not know, was that all children were given the PLC drink. So, one half of the parents believed that their children received sugar drink whereas this actually was placebo, while the other half were correctly informed that their children received the PLC drink (Hoover and Milich, 1994). Thirty minutes after all the children consumed the placebo drink, the parents and an expert-observer who was blind to the conditions observed the children’s behavior for signs of hyperactivity/impulsivity. Results revealed that only the parents who believed that their children consumed sugar (while they actually did not) reported significantly more/stronger ADHD behavior than parents (or expert-observers) that knew that children received PLC.
Thus, again, even though there is clear scientific consensus that ADHD symptoms are not meaningfully promoted by particular foods, this apparently is not interesting enough to be noticed and/or correctly interpreted by the press/media and broader public.

The final (third) aim of the current chair is to inform the broader public about facts and myths that exist regarding the influence of foods and/or macronutrients on the brain and behavior. One important starting point might be to convince society/the broader public that the scientific truth is not likely found in one uncontrolled study or on the internet, but at least needs careful scientific evaluation of the average findings of multiple and only well-conducted RCT studies (e.g. preferably by using meta-analyses).

Today, new insights from neuropsychology and biological psychology lead to the development of exciting and promising new biopsychological models that will hopefully enable us to better understand the onset and course of stress-related illness and psychopathology. In addition, research findings from the emerging interdisciplinary field of Nutritional Neuroscience might even further elaborate such new insights and models and will hopefully lead to the development of new innovative research lines and/or treatment strategies for stress-related disorders. It is my strong wish that the current chair will contribute to this endeavor.

Rob Markus, 16 September, 2016
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